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BARBARA MANN

Modernism and the Zionist
Uncanny: Reading the Old
Cemetery in Tel Aviv

Snapshot

A P H O T O G R AOPF H
AHADHA'AM'SF U N E R A L in 1927, in Tel Aviv's
Old Cemetery on Trumpeldor Street (fig.
Amidst a group ofpeople surrounding
the fresh grave, the poet Ch. N.Bialik eulogizes the ideological mentor of a generation of Eastern European Jexvish intellectuals. Most of them look at the grave or
each other. Some are in uniform, police or officials of some sort; a white-bearded
Alexander Siskind, dark glasses reflecting back into the camera, stands just behind
Bialik's left shoulder. Bialik is at the center of the photograph; he looks into the
camera xvith an expression offatigue and sadness-an Eastern European Jew \vearing a heavy coat over a nondescript suit xvith a modest cap on his head, standing
by a freshly dug grave, in the dunes of the Trumpeldor Cemetery, Afore panoramic
photographs of the ceremony sho\v that the grave is located in the cemetery's nexver
section, surrounded largely by sand, a fexv other graves, and some spare nekvly
planted shrubbery (fig. 2). The dark suits of the crowd, their European dress, contrast sharply against the bareness of the place, the emptiness of the dunes, the dirt,
the stone wall of the cemetery looming in the background, the large, triangular
stone of a mass grave strongly visible on the horizon. JIThatis most affecting, however, about this particular photograph, is the result ofa belated, surreptitious knoxvledge: Bialik stands in almost precisely the spot xvhere he will be buried seven years
later. His fatigue seems more than simply grief for his friend and mentor; it seems
almost a kind of surrendel; an admission, but of xvhat precisely3 Is he simply tired
of standing in the center of yet another photograph3
It is the nature of photography that the viewer often possesses some knowledge of the xvorld outside the fi-ame that those within the photograph lack. This
is especially the case with photographs of historic events, xvhere the retrospective
knoxvledge of hindsight produces belated, unconscious judgments regarding the

FIGURE

1. Ch. N. Bialik eulogizes Ahad Ha'am in the Trumpeldor
Cemetery, 1927. Soskin Archive, The Historical Museum
of Tel Aviv-JaEa.

photograph's subjects, who themselves appear oblivious to future events. This photograph, however, disturbs this knowledge and the viewer's sense of power in that
Bialik's fatigued expression seems almost a premonition of his death. The photograph of Bialik standing awkwardly upon his own "final resting place" profoundly
unsettles the notion of death as "at peace." It also complicates the association contained within the Hebrew terms for graveyard-a "house of graves" (beyt-kvarot)or
an "eternal home" (beyt-olam)--between
the cemetery and home. The photograph
links these two oscillating and unresolved relations-death as not redcemetery as
not home. Its early Tel Aviv historical setting-and the centrally defining roles
played by Bialik and Ahad Ha'am in the creation of modern Hebrew cultureimplicitly raises the contradiction of creating something that is at once radically
new, and a home. In this the Trumpeldor Cemetery is emblematic ofTel Aviv's own
repeated and paradoxical attempts to be a "home" for modern Hebrew culture. An
exploration of the Trumpeldor Cemetery will serve as an exemplary entry into Tel
Aviv's troubled relation to history and to the idea of home. This essay examines the
cemetery-its physical plan and tombstones, its relation to the surrounding city,

and its representation in public consciousness-in order to illustrate how Tel Aviv
has expressed and symbolized the paradoxes inherent in European Jewish settlement in the Middle East. In reading the cemetery as a text, I seek to understand
what was lost in the migration of diasporic Jewish culture and what was displaced
and effaced in the process. In order to understand the origins of Tel Aviv and the
Old Cemetery, however, one must return first to the European diaspora, to the
memory of grand architecture and public spaces.
Portraits of Home

At the end of Gershon Shofman's "Between a Rock and a Hard Place,"
a story of physical and moral destitution set in a small corner of Vienna during
World War One, we read of the Hebrew writer Shlomo Pik's return to Palestine.
Having arrived in Vienna to "inhale Europeaness," Pik finds himself weakened

FIGURE

2. General view of cemetery during Ahad Ha'am's funeral. Soskin
Archive, The Historical Museum of Tel Aviv-JafEa.
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and ~vandering,as if there Lvere "no soil beneath his feet." He returns to the apparent solidity of the "Land-of-Israel" soil, nearly suffocated by the omnipresent atmosphere of "Europeaness," leaving behind his portrait, painted by hiundo, a young
Je~vishtmigrt mistakenly arrested for espionage while painting landscapes outside
the city. Mundo, whose name signifies the "\vorldlinessn of Europe, has spent the
Lvar in relative ease, imprisoned in a psychiatric ~ v a r dwhere he occupied himself
painting portraits ofthe doctors. For Pik, a thinly disguised\~ersionof Shlomo Rabinowitz, "there's no soil beneath his feet here, but his portrait stands ready; for this
there is room even in Europe." As Mundo himself concludes: "Given that the portrait has already been made, he no longer desired the original."'
Shofman's story raises the specter of the "~vanderingJew;" an image Zionism
was meant to erase, returning the Jews to their ancestral homeland, the "Land-ofIsrael." Absence in Vienna/Europe w-as meant to attain presence-"soil beneath
his feetn-in Tel Aviv/Palestine, with all its attendant political, economic, and cultural accessories. This valorization of territoriality, even a qualified or ironic version
of it, flew in the face of the predominant modernist aesthetic of alienation and exile.5Yet if Zionism ~vasalso a form of modernism, then Tel Aviv-"the first Hebrew
cityn-is one of its more interesting and problematic texts, an ultimate exercise in
"making it ne~v."In fact, Tel Aviv was a kind of "laboratory for urban design,"
subject to the competing ideological desires of the successive \va17esof immigrants
who built its infrastr~cture.~
Ho\\revel; this future-oriented drive ton~ardnewness
\\ras continually th~vartedby the rhetoric of place and homeland, of a return to a
privileged space, the "Land of Israel." This return envisaged a nelv Hebre~vculture
deriving from ancient Jewish life in the region, based on biblical depictions and
archaeological excavations of synagogue ruins. Thus, the desire to be new w-asinevitably undercut by a desire to appear old. Tel Aviv Lvas a modernist invention, not
only or even primarily in its urban planning and architectural style, but also in
terms of its o\vn paradoxical self-conception-a city both ne\v and authentic,
\\rrought by a break with the immediate exilic past, yet rooted and connected to an
ancient, more venerable tradition.' This paradox provided much of the creative
tension ~vithinearly Hebre~vliterature in Palestine, ~vhich~vorkedto depict local
Jewish life as both natural and redemptive, in contrast to the diaspora's unhealthy
rootlessness. For this formulation to ~vork,the fundamental "unliomeliness" of European Jews in Palestine had to be overcome or at least do\\mplayed.
TlVhat Tvas repressed by Zionism's negation of exile surfaced within modern
Hebrew culture as das Unheimlich, "the uncanny," a phenomenon related to Shofman's ghostly portrait of the Jewish "haunting" of Europe. In Sigmund Freud's
terms, repression marks the uncanny, "that class of terrifying ~vhichleads us back
to something long kno~vnto us," "something familiar and old-established in the
mind and which has become alienated from it only in the process of repression."8
Ironically, the uncanny is most itself, recognized as most "unhomely," when it is

most "at home." Freud's conclusions derive in part from a secondary meaning of
heinzlich in German, that is, "hidden" or "buried." His use of examples from an
1860 dictionary suggest home's more ominous side, something~valled-inand secretive: "I have roots that are most heimlich, I am grown in the deep earth" (1 98). His
further references from the Brothers Grimm are consonant with this darker sense:
"From the idea of 'homelike,' 'belonging to the house,' the further idea is developed
of something withdrawn from the eyes of strangers, something concealed, secret."
(200).This catalog leads to the conclusion that "heimlich is a word the meaning of
which develops towards an ambivalence, until it finally coincides with its opposite,
'unheimlich' " (201). Emerging historically in a period of enormous migration and
global homesickness, the uncanny was a way of describing a home that no longer
felt like one; it was, in a sense, a foregone by-product of the drive toward home.
rl major part of Freud's essay is devoted to a discussion of literary works, for it
is within the realm of the imagination that the uncanny achieves its greatest disturbances: 'An uncanny effect is often easily produced when the distinction between
imagination and reality is effaced, as when something that we have hitherto regarded as imaginary appears before us in reality or when a symbol takes over the
full functions of the thing it symbolizes" (22 1). This last symbolic operation constitutes the power of Shofman's portrait, the mesmerizing effect that images of Jews
held in Eastern Europe."his
uncanniness had permeated European Hebrew culture, which had been produced in a language without a territory. Some element of
this European "unhomeliness" was also transplanted in Palestine and was, in a
sense, "true": despite the rhetoric of homecoming, and despite its linguistic origins
in the East, Hebrew culture in Palestine was fundamentally foreign. This twinned
relation of home and the uncanny lurks within an early Tel Aviv vignette, Devora
Baron's "At the End of Summer," which features a Tel Aviv population circa 1920,
panic-stricken by the spread of disease: "In our crowded neighborhoods, gentlemen, in this climate at the end of summer, disease is liable to take a serious form.
The form, in every detail, of a plague."10 Baron's brief sketch repeatedly creates,
then shatters, a sense of calm. Just as a "closed car" carries off the latest victim,
"incurable consumptives" appeal; a reminder that the respite is only temporary.
As the story builds toward a "feeling of relief" and an end to the epidemic, a wagon
appears "at the end of the street with someone stepping slo~vlyat its side, holding
the reins in his hands":
4 sick man being taken to the hospital, or a corpse? . . .
At the sight of the sheet-wrapped bod75 s~vaying~vith
the jolts of the approaching cartevery face wilts. Only now do inany realize that the night has already fallen and the last
glimmers have gone out on the surface of the sea. The windows are lit up the entire length
of the local hospital. Half-people in bandages call be glimpsed through the iron bars; the
mattresses hanging over the balcony railings are exposed to the electric light in all their
suspect stains. . . .
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T h e funeral is enormous.
1,l:ith the low-sided Erefzyisraeli bier i n their hands, the beadles are immediately swall o ~ v e du p i n the m o b , and to anyone watching from the rooftops, the procession might look
allnost festive w i t h its myriad, quietly burning candles, not a single cry or groan or sound
o f h u m a n speech is heard. A t the crossroads, where the road ends, the mourners t u r n right,
slide d o w n the slope w i t h a m o m e n t a r y flickering o f their candles, and instantly disappear
into the darkness o f the dunes. A n d i n the e m p t y neighborhood a long silence falls, the
silence o f relief. Shutters are soundlessly opened. ' '

The neighborhood of the living and the resting place of the dead are two distinct and separate spheres, yet they exist side-by-side, in close, even intimate, proximity. The crowd accompanies the dead into a kind of underworld-the "crossroads," resonant of death and the world beyond, where the road ends and the
darkness of the dunes engulfs the flickering candles-while back in town comes a
feeling of relief as life starts up again. Yet there is something deathlike about the
"empty neighborhood" with its "half-people in bandages," its long silence and
soundless shutters, while the cemetery, known euphemistically as "an eternal resting place," is somewhat humanized, filled temporarily with life.'* '54t the End of
Summer" thus evokes the chilling proximity of daily life to the site of death, for
Freud, the supreme locus of the uncanny: "Many people experience the feeling in
the highest degree in relation to death and dead bodies, to the return of the dead,
and to spirits and ghosts" (2 18).The story's pre-State setting-a detailed evocation
of a sweltering 1920s Tel ,4vi\r-is rare for Baron, much of her work being set in
the Eastern European shtetl. It is, however, not surprising that Baron's often darkly
grotesque sensibility would settle upon a funeral as the thematic climax of a tale
set in what was conceived as a supremely life-giving project-the founding of the
first Hebrew city, spearhead of a new Hebrew national culture in Palestine.13Her
story suggests the contours of the psychological landscape of death in Tel Aviv during this period; it represents the death of a single individual as a collective experience, a reminder of the community's own tenuous condition."
The fictional depiction of the geographic relation between the cemetery and
the town bears a strong resemblance to the actual location of Tel L4viv'scemetery
in the 1920s. The cemetery was founded during the 1902 cholera epidemic in Jaffa.
Ottoman officials forbade the burial of the dead within the city walls, particularly
given the proximity of the Jewish cemetery in rldjami to the center of town. Jewish
community leaders requested an alternative, and Shimon Rokakh was granted permission to purchase twelve dunam of land in the name of "The Committee of the
United Communities of Ashkenazi and Sepharadi Groups," in what was then
called "the Lands ofNorth Jaffa." According to one story, the area consisted largely
of shifting sand and was difficult to cultivate because of these rough topographical
condition^.'^ Legend also has it that holy books were buried in a special grave and
tcvo "black weddings" were held at the site in an effort to gain God's favor and halt
the epidemic.16 It was only five years later that the first plan to build a modern

Jewish neighborhood outside of Jaffa was announced. In essence, then, Tel Aviv
began with its dead. In the words of one historian, "The city followed its gra\les."17
That cemetery, known as "The Old Cemetery" (bgt ha-kva~othayashan), is today
situated at Tel Aviv's geographic center, a walled-in pastoral patch, occupying
prime real estate in a desirable location. The uncanny experience it representsthe city's distance from a diasporic "home"-also remains at the heart of the Israeli
culture that has grown around it. Specifically, the cemetery is an example of what
Anthony Vidler has called an "architectural uncanny," a site symbolizing or enclosing some fundamental "~nhomeliness."'~
Vidler's literalized interpretation regrounds the psychoanalytic term in its spatial origins-a profound physical disorientation that nonetheless feels vaguely familiar.
Jewish tradition insists on an intimate connection between the very idea of
burial in the "Land of Israel" and homecoming-a motif stretching from the biblical story of the Cave of the Patriarchs to the contemporary desire of Jews living
abroad to be buried in Israel. Ironically, the Trumpeldor Cemetery inverts this relation between burial and homecoming; an awareness of this reversal seemed to
flicker within the expression on Bialik's face, as he eulogized Ahad Ha'am in the
dunes. The cemetery's exposed location, and the fact that its existence predated the
city itself, rendered it a constant reminder of not being at home, and of an instability
at odds with the longevity of the diasporic Jewish cemeteries with which it was
implicitly compared.
The Trumpeldor Cemetery therefore has a unique relation to modern Hebrew
culture's historical attempts to be "at home" in Palestine, being the resting place
of key figures in early Hebrew culture, including Max Nordau, Ch. N. Bialik,
Ahad Ha'am and hleir DizengoK It is, in other words, a virtual mapping of modern Hebrew culture. The site of the cemetery, as well as its fragmentary textual
history, may be read as exemplary of Tel rlviv's own understanding of itself, as well
as of tensions between secular and religious
civic institutions, conflicts that still
permeate Israel's cultural and political spheres. For example, decisions regarding
the cemetery's establishment were made in conjunction with several separate
institutions: the Burial Society (chevre kadisha), under the auspices of the Chief Rabbinate; the kehil~a(representatives of the Jewish community); and the Tel AvivJaffa l\/lunicipality.'Their official correspondence deliberated a variety of issues,
from funding to repair the surrounding wall and build a new entrance to the designation of special sections for a Hebrew pantheon or the burial of children; the example of the cemetery thus offers insight into the way TelL4vivbegan to define
itself as a new secular Hebrew city, the ostensible foundation of contemporary
Israeli culture.*' Before addressing its textual representation, however, I want to
examine the cemetery as a potential "site of memory" in comparison with similar
European cemeteries and in light of the central place of mourning in Israeli
society.
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The Old Cemetery, Mourning,
and Sites of Memory
The death of the writer Yosef Chaim Brenner in the Jaffa riots of May
1921 was among the most traumatic events in the history of Jewish settlement in
Palestine (fig. 3).21According to an account in the Hebrew daily Ha-aretz:
All the residents of Tel Aviv gathered by the Herzliya Gymnasium. They removed the
corpses from the school, and laid them in a row. Comrade Dizengoff eulogized the dead.
Afterward, El Male Rachamin was said, and the entire people cried bitterly Pioneers took
the bodies one by one to the cemetery. Hebrew writers, among them the aging Alexander
Ziskind Rabinovitz carried Brenner's body A defensive chain surrounded the huge crowd.
At the cemetery there was also a huge crowd, and one of the workers said a few words. A
moment of mourning was announced, and the entire crowd sat on the ground for a few
minutes. At dark, the crowd came back from the cemetery in grieving silence.**
I n Ha-poel Ha-tsair, Yitzhak Tabenkin wrote: "The victims were buried together in
a mass grave because they fell together (ba-tsavta). Brenner's body is also buried
there, but there are no separate graves."23This mass grave-in Hebrew, keuer achim,
literally, a "grave of brothers"-is today located near the entrance of the cemetery
(fig. 4). Each name is engraved on its own slab, except for that of Yosef Ben Moshe

FIGURE3. Funeral of Y Ch. Brenner, 1921. The Historical Museum of Tel

Aviv-Jaffa.

FIGURE 4.

Mass grave for victims of 1921 disturbances, including Y Ch.
Brenner. Photo by author.

Lowyard, who, according the inscription, "was killed together with Brenner and
his comrades, and whose body has disappeared." The plaque reflects the importance of the recovery of personal remains; an attachment to the land during a lifetime is reconstituted after death by "returning" the body to the earth.
One version of the story of the Old Cemetery on Trumpeldor Street consists of
precisely the kind of narrative I have just offered regarding Brenner: an oscillation
between a description of its physical aspects-location, layout, and tombstone inscriptions-and its "metaphysical" aspects, its own history, as well as the many
individual histories it circumscribes. Obviously it is impossible to include a description of every person buried in the Cemetery.24I choose to comment at length on
Brenner, a major historical figure in his own right who died a violent and dramatic
death, and not, for example, on Sarah Baratz, who apparently loved the sea, or on
the many graveside photographs preserving the faces of children (figs. 5 and 6).
This egalitarian commingling of the cultural elite with the population as a whole
is consonant with the city's early utopian visions and is characteristically noted in
descriptions of the cemetery.25
Another dimension should be added to this dual narrative: that is, an understanding of the Old Cemetery as a "site of memory," in Pierre Nora's terms, a place
where "memory crystallizes and secretes itself."26 While we may quibble with
Nora's now ubiquitous and potentially idealized view of a once "authentic" memory trampled by the debilitating force of history and monumentalized into "sites
of memory," his essential distinctions remain provocative and valuable. Memory's
power as a stable, coherent concept that seems to preserve aspects of the past is in
Modernism and the Zionist Uncanny: Reading the Old Cemetery in Tel Aviv

FIGURE

5. Grave of Sarah Baratz.
Photo by author.

FIGURE 6.

Children's graves.
Photo by author.

fact enhanced by its apposite construction, that is, the passage of time and the concept of history. That this is true for the Old Cemetery becomes particularly clear
when you consider its location-the center of Tel Aviv's hectic, ever metamorphosing downtown (fig. 7). Yet suggesting that a graveyard functions as a "site of memory" seems a bit axiomatic, what with its abundant and transparent mix of spatial
parameters and textual cues. If the Old Cemetery was perceived in this way, then it
would naturally hnction as a kind of outdoor museum, a mnemonic space through
which the visitor moved and activated images linked to a collective memory.27One
famous example of an urban cemetery functioning in such a fashion is Paris's Pkre
Lachaise, memorialized in Honor6 de Balzac's novels. This minineighborhood of
the dead, sprawling over a hill to the east of the city center, even has its own metro
stop.28Numerous volumes extol the history of the site, the record of which extends
back to the year 418.29Pkre Lachaise's authority is thus constituted both discursively, in canonical literary works and historical studies, as well as geographically
on the urban grid. A similar authority is indicated in somewhat different fashion
for the OldJewish Cemeteryin Prague. There, physical depth functions as a marker

FIGURE 7.

Panoramic view of cemetery today, near Tel Aviv's downtown.
Photo by author.

of time: more than twelve thousand graves are contained in a relatively small area
in the city's old Jewish quarter, buried in layers dating back to the fifteenth cent~ry.~
The
' cemetery's chaotic,jumbled interior is oddly soothing, quiet and shaded
over with centuries of greenery,reflecting the vibrant longevityof the PragueJewish
community Today the cemetery's proximity to other organizedJewish landmarks
in the city, especially its immediate physical contiguity to a museum devoted to
children's drawings from the Terezin concentration camp, sets it squarely within
the context of the Shoah and the destruction of Jewish life in Eastern Europe.
Neither the example of Plrre Lachaise nor that of the Old Jewish Cemetery in
Prague make for the best of comparisons with Tel Aviv's Old Cemetery. However,
bracketing questions of historical longevity, the degree of authority accruing to the
European cemeteries is hardly the same for Tel Aviv's Old Cemetery, which contains no less significant a gathering of local heroes. The Old Cemetery receives
scant, almost cursory, mention in most standard written accounts of the city, including local histories and guides in Hebrew, as well as in tourist guidebooks in
English. My own informal survey of pedestrians in the streets surrounding the
cemetery, conducted over a number ofyears, revealed that most people didn't know
where it was or who was buried there. I myself come to the cemetery, and to Tel
Aviv as a whole, as a relative outsider, having lived in the neighborhood for four
years from 1988 to 1992. In my frequent visits to the city since, I have returned to
Modernism and the Zionist Uncanny: Reading the Old Cemetery in Tel Aviv

the cemeter): observing the minimal changes in landscaping and the occasional
new grave. In contrast to the surrounding rapidly escalating skyline, it sometimes
seems tliat the Old Cemetery on Trumpeldor is the only spot in Tel Aviv that remains static and relatively untouched. This is not to argue against change and in
favor of a kind offossilized, nostalgic view of the city's origins; neither am I expressly
interested here in defending or attacking plans for the city's development as a cultural and economic center or the preservation of its older neighborhoods. However,
from its inception, Tel Aviv's sense of itself as a city has been characterized precisely
by these two sensibilities-nostalgia and outsiderness. Literary and artistic expression in the city has even capitalized on the creative tension between the tivo: nostalgia for the founding vision of Tel Aviv as an intimate "Garden City" by the sea-an
express rejection of the crowded Jewisli quarters of the diaspora's urban centersmingled witli ambivalent memories of the cultural and social achievements of these
metropolises; a feeling of outsiderness in a place where, for much of the city's history, most of its inhabitants were born elsewhere.
Not only is the cemetery itself virtually ignored; once inside, it is not an easy
place to find your avay around in. Though landscaping in the main areas is maintained, there is no map at the cemetery's entrance or brochure detailing the "who's
who" or providing an official historY3l The visitor is left to wander freely among
the graves, following the path wliere tliere is one, treading carefully between the
stones wliere tliere isn't. The lack of a didactic context is at noticeable odds with
the overtly historicized and landmarked nature of so mucli of the Israeli landscape;
this is perhaps due to the fact tliat many ofthe writers and famous personages buried
tliere are already overly inscribed elsewhere in the national collective memory-in
educational curricula and in the numerous streets and buildings named after them.
Perhaps one can hardly expect the cemetery to become a kind of leisure park
or touristic site like American urban cemeteries, given the centrality of mourning in
Israeli society, Yet other Israeli cemeteries attract both touristic and local attention,
Mount Herzl being the most salient example.32Even a less familial; off-the-beatentrack site such as the cemetery at Kibbutz Kinneret, where the poet Rachel
[Bluwstein] is buried, is nonetheless relatively well tended and well marked. The
poet's gravesite is physically situated and arranged so as to construct a specific kind
of graveside experience. The visitor is invited to sit on a bench at the poet's grave,
overlooking a large palm tree on the shore ofthe Sea of Galilee, a prominent feature
in Rachel's poems. Beside the grave, a copy of the poet's collected works-published
in more than twenty editions, a talisman of Ashkenazi-labor-movement cultureis chained within a protective safe-box. The body of the poet and the body of her
poetry are botli interred tvitliin the land; the graveside visit is thus constituted as
a kind of recovery: the pilgrim sits at the grave, reads a poem, and looks up to
find the actual landscape represented in the poem. The experience is somewliat
contradictory: a kind of static "lyric time" frames the landscape, as if nothing has

changed since the composition of Rachel's Kinneret poems in the 1920s; at the
same time, one can't ignore the surrounding agricultural infrastructure, a mainstay
of the Zionist narrative of "redeeming" the land.
The cemetery's potential political volatility in Israel's "culture of mourning"
is also the subject of two recent popular novels. In Meir Shalev's Blue 1\lountain,
a Jewish farmer exacts revenge on his neighbors by turning his portion of their
collectively avorked land into a commercial enterprise, an "eternal resting place
for pioneers." For a significant fee, wealthy Jewish donors from abroad-former
communists, socialists, and utopian dreamers who left Palestine for the "fleshpots"
of America-could be (re)united with the soil of Israel, this time for good: "TIVO
hundred and seventy-four old men and women, a mandolin, and one aging mule
are buried in my cemetery. Pioneers, fulfillers, and traitorous capitalist^."^^ The
cemetery in Shalev's novel is the setting for a cross-generational drama: a tangled
web of loyalties and betrayals are played out upon the graves and inscribed in the
landscape through the placement of burial plots. Thus the drive to reclaim or redeem the land is mocked by the return of the physical remains of those who had
ultimately rejected the pioneering ethos. The omnipresent past hovers like the mosquitoes that threaten to invade the settlement. In Batia Gur's Stone f o ~n Stone,
the accidental death of her son during military training provokes one mother to
challenge the entire military and judicial establishment regarding the prohibition
on individualized gravemarkers. During the unveiling of the standard sixty-byforty-centimeter cement stone, upon which was inscribed the sentence "fell in the
line of duty," she bursts out: "Alurderers. They murdered him and now they tell
me 'fell in the line of duty. . . .' Everyone avas afraid. She had broken all the rules.
Grieving mothers who were native Israelis, especially Ashkenazi in origin, behave
with restraint and respect at their sons' funeral^."^' Both Shalev's and Gur's novels
treat the cemetery as a locus of social and political conflict. The relative lack of
public or literary discourse about the cemetery on Trumpeldor Street is therefore
striking precisely because of the centrality of mourning in Israeli culture; this lack
is emblematic of Tel Aviv's difficult relation to its past.35For example, since the
recent closure of the Municipality Museum, the city has no museum devoted exclusively to its oavn history, effectively erasing from the space of the city any institutionalized symbolic representation of its past. (The collection housed in the former Municipality on Bialik Street near the cemetery has been closed for a number of years
and there are no definitive plans to renovate it.) Even the official material handed
out by the tourist information desk at the Municipality devotes only a single page
to important sites in Tel Asiv's history, focusing mainly on nightlife, shopping, and
beachfront activities. Recently, however, with the ninetieth anniversary of its founding, the city has indicated that it is beginning to recognize the degree to which
its past must be productively integrated into its present. In conjunction with the
anniversary, for example, numerous exhibits avere mounted and a spate of glossy
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volumes on the city's distinctive architecture were published. And the topic ofpreservation and quality of life in the city continues to be debated vigorously.
Still, the enigma of the cemetery remains untapped. O n the one hand, ave
might say that the Old Cemetery thus functions as a "site of memory" only inpotentia, as a kind of structuring absence, avhose boundaries may define and enclose
an important part ofIsraeli history, but whose actual presence and significance have
yet to be addressed. O n the other hand, the cemetery has in a sense leaped over,
or skipped, the more obvious, explicit processes and signs of col~lmernorationand
memorialization, arriving directly at the extreme, ultimate function of a site of
memory, that is-forgetting.
What precisely is at stake in this forgetting, and avhat
happens when we allow the cemetery's own fragmentary textual history to remember? Memory speaks in unpredictable and uncontrollable avays. In giving voice to
the cemetery's textual history-the few essays and poems written about it, as avell
as its tombstone inscriptions-I seek to understand avhat is unmanageable about
the site and the experiences buried and forgotten avithin.

The Text of the Cemetery
A revieav of early documents relating to the cemetery and an examination of its tombstone inscriptions augments its potential as a site of memory, For
example, a short article from 1922 views the cemetery as deserving of preservation
and upkeep. In conjunction with another piece about tree-planting in the city, Y
Segel, Tel Aa~iv'smunicipal gardener, urges protecting the graves from the surrounding sands avith tamarisk trees. In this way, the "remnants of the past" that
characterize the graves' iconic motifs, making it worthy ofthe title "bg'tkra~otjehudi
antik," (ancientJeavish cemetery) may be preserved. Segel also happens to be related
to one ofthe local tombstone artisans. He warns against the imposition of "modish"
cement gravestones, "those enormous, clamorous stones, decorated avith all kinds
of irrelevant ornaments, like pictures, photographs of the dead beneath a glass
fi-ame on the gravestone, and all other sorts of customs lacking in taste or tradition,
avhich spoil the cemetery's quiet, innocent appearance, lovely in its sirnpli~ity."~"
Segel wishes to maintain the cemetery in a manner reflecting the values of the community it serves: simplicity, hygiene, respect for the past, and a connection to Jewish
traditiom3' Though photographs were a relatively new addition, tombstone portraits ofthe dead avere not, and such portraits can be found on graves in older Jewish
cemeteries as well.38The puritanism regarding visual expression may seem surprising given Tel Avia7's secular aspirations. However, this antiornamental a~iewis in
keeping avith Tel Aviv's minimalist, modernist cultural sensibility, which has found
expression in urban planning and architecture as avell as in literature.
Segel's article expresses no explicit concern for the cemetery as a site that could

bolster Tel Aa~iv'smeager historical foundations. However, aesthetic distinctions
concerning modern and ancient tombstone styles are at the heart of the first study
to champion the cemetery as a historical site, a 1939 volume that remains the only
comprehensive study of the cemeter): Sefer Bgt Ha-kvarot Hayashan (The book of
the Old Cemetery). This rare volume contains a biographical listing of everyone
buried in the cemetery (3,758 names at the time of printing), complete with tombstone inscriptions; a statistical breakdown according to gender, age, and year of
death; and photographs of some of the more elaborate tombstones. The idea for
the book is credited to the writer Alexander Siskind, avho had by that time seen
many of his friends buried in the Old Cemetery, In the extensive introduction, editors Zvi Kroll and Zadok Leinman distinguish between the various groupings of
graves in the cemetery-the famous and the anonymous, newer mass graves and
the older, less orderly sections, children and cholera victims-distinctions that remain helpful in navigating one's way around the cemetery.
Kroll and Leinman particularly emphasize the stylistic differences among the
various "generations" of graves. The placement of the cemetery's earliest gravesof those who died during the cholera epidemic in Jaffa-is disorderly and nonsymmetrical. Their tombstones, typical to Jewish cemeteries of the East, are laid flush
to the earth. often covered by marble engraved with biblical verses or devotional
acrostics. Despite their haphazard arrangement and their structural "primitiveness" these stones, according to the editors, demonstrate a "stylistic unity" that is
authentically rooted in a specificallyJewish version of the local. Their appreciation
of the stones' native qualities parallels views expressed by early Hebrew painters in
Palestine, who looked to ancient synagogue mosaics as a model for a new, authentically Hebrew art, in opposition to avhat they perceived as a diasporic Jewish sensibility. The cemetery's newer tombstones, those constructed since 1922, stand upright in the style of European cemeteries. "llodernization," according to Kroll and
Leinman, has "overcome" these graves; the text upon their stones is "repetitive"
and "empty of content" (xj. The editors also comment on the brevity of the newest
inscriptions, often consisting ofjust a name and years: "Of course this is the taste
of the neav generation, at the bottom ofwhich is a desire to be free of the repetitiveness of the accepted formula" ( ~ i i ) . ~ '
These distinctions between the earlier and later graves point to the ideological
investment of the editors' judgment, an evaluation rooted in their conception of
iconic and textual authenticity; the modernity of the later graves is viewed as empty
and meaningless and connected specifically to the diaspora. Ironically, however,
the editors measure their oavn efforts against the example of European Jewish cemeteries; the main line of inquiry folloaved by scholars of those cemeteries concerned
the broken, aging gravestones, and their chief methodological challenge lay in a
traditional Jewish realm-textual interpretation, that is, "deciphering" the writing
upon the stones, thereby establishing the nature of the Jewish community in which
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they lived and died. Those studies sought to demonstrate a coherent continuity
throughout the generations of Jewish dead. Howevel; the editors of The Book of the
Old Cemetev declare:
Research alone is neither fitting nor sufficient in regard to the Old Cemetery in Tel Xvi\;
whether because of the brief span of its existence-though called the "old" cemetery, it is
only 38 years old-or due to the impoverished content of the gravestones. The place lacks
the antiquities of the distant, unknown past and eve11 the passage bet~veenperiods is not
palpable. (xvi)

The idea that no majestic, historical process may be decoded in the Old Cemetery--"even the passage from period to period is not palpablen-was perceived as
a complementary mark of Tel Aviv's newness.40The relative shalloavness of Tel
Aviv's roots is its attraction: there is a touch of defensive pride in the editors' insistence on the need for a method unlike that used to study Jewish cemeteries in the
diaspora, and in their proclamation of the "impoverished" state of their oavn cemetery. Instead of the grand genealogy of European graveyards, the Old Cemetery's
noteworthy are figures from the present,
[the] builders of the city of Tel Aviv . . . The impression of their deeds and actil'iities
'
...
are still greatly felt in the atinosphere of our time-as if they were still ~ v i t hUS,living and
working. . . . The history of their lives and actions is the gravestone of a living generation
which we knew; and to whom the connection is still unsevered. (xvi)

History, the record of events over time, is described as an ossified artifact-a
gravestone-that can be tangibly observed in space. The feeling that the dead are
"still with us" deflects attention from actual gravemarkers: the fresh memory of
their deeds obviates the need for extensive tombstone inscription. This paucity of
textual inscription in the cemetery as a avhole, its stylistic minimalism, distinguishes
it from disaporic Jeavish cemeteries. For example, a volume on Vilna's cemetery
views textuality as the ultimate memorial: "For memorial in a book is more valuable
than that engraved in stone, which avill one day be spoiled, while that which is
written in a book will last fore~er.''~'
A11 example more nearly colitelnporalieous to the Trumpeldor Cemetery may
be found in the TZTorkman'sCircle Cemetery in Neav York. llany of the tombstones
in this pantheon of modern Yiddish literature bear elaborate explanatory epitaphs.+' In the Trumpeldor Cemeter): howevel; tombstone inscription is inversely
proportional to fame: the most extreme example of this is Aharon l/Ielnikov's
austere red marble stone marking Ahad Ha'am's grave; the gravestone indicates
neither his real name, nor dates of birth and death. The Jeavish cemetery whose
sensibility bears the closest resemblance to the Trumpeldor Cemetery's secular
pantheon is Warsaw's Okopowa Cemetery, where the modernist writers Y L. Peretz
and U. ni. Gnessin are buried. The fact that the Okopowa Cemetery is also the
subject of a book published in 1936 reinforces the similarity bemeen the two sites

and their mutual aspirations: both cemeteries encompass religious and secular impulses regarding history and mem~rialization.'~
The stylistic variety of their tombstones demonstrates the degree to which passage between the religious and the secular was neither smooth nor unequivocal. Both studies emphasize the inventive,
individual expression of the newer stones' modernist style and envision the cemeteries as important repositories of history and cultural change. Despite the radical
differences between Jewish life in JtBrsaw and in Tel24viv,the cemeteries still share
their demarcation of that brief historical avindow in which a vision of a particular
kind of secular Jewish community was possible.
Despite The Book of the Old Cenzetey's modernist preference for "the stone itself,"
the Trumpeldor Cemetery is characterized by ajumble of styles. With the exception
of certain cross-cultural motifs-the candelabra, the charity box, Sabbath candles
or a pair of hands raised in blessing-Jeavish funerary iconography seems to be
more connected to local, ethnic, or national context than to any set of halachic
dicta." Hoavever, visiting the cemetery today, one can't help but notice one enormous stone that does not fit any of the editors' categories and seems to violate the
uneasy aesthetic coexistence achieved among the disparate gravestone styles. What
the stone commemorates, and its radical difference from the cemetery's other
stones, marks the degree to which the Tsumpeldor Cemetery could onb have been
built in Tel Aviv.
Towering above its eastern section, it is the cemetery's most textual stone: a
large rectangular monument built in memory of people who died far from Tel 14\7iv
and whose ashes were brought to Israel-the Jewish community of the Polish toavn
of Zdunska Jthla (fig. 8)." Erected in 1950 by a group of survivors, the reflective
black marble slab with raised gold lettering is surrounded by a loav avall of avhite
marble, upon which are engraved the names and familial connections of the victims, entire families with ten and helve children. Buried in this spot are ashes
brought from the crematoria in Chelmno to Israel by Zelig Frankel, a native of the
town. The stone's main text is a series of rhymed couplets describing the virtue of
the victims, the brutality of their death, and their commemoration by sura'ivors.
'
The stone's monumental presence disrupts the cemetery's horizon, which otherwise stretches out at a fairly even height and in an almost uniformly pale gray and
sandstone pallet. This physical disparity highlights the incongruity of the stone's
text-its dense lyricism as well as the people and events commemorated-in this
particular setting.
Generally speaking, Shoah memorials in Israel may be understood in relation
to the national narrative of "shoah te-g'tura" (Shoah and heroism),which emphasized
the redemptive building of the Jeavish state in the wake of the destruction of European Jewry Jerusalem provides the most instructive example of how "shoah and
heroism" are linked together in an urban space, where the Tad I'ashenz Martyrs' and
Heroes' Remembrance ,4uthority is located immediately next to llount Herzl, an
enormous military cemetery containing the graves of Israeli prime ministers, inAIodernism and the Zionist Uncanny: Reading the Old Cemetery in Tel h i v
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FIGURE

8. TOthe right, the Zdunska Wola monument: a piece of Jerusalem
in Tel Aviv. Photo by author.

cluding, most recently, that of Yitzhak Rabin. Together with religious sites such as
the Western Wall and the Old City, these civic-sacred sites-Yad Vashem and
Mount Herzl-reinforce Jerusalem's special status in Jewish and Israeli history.
Indeed, Yad Vashem and Mount Herzl often host national ceremonies and are visited jointly and in didactic sequence, on touristic itineraries.
The meaning of Shoah memorials is generated largely by the landscape within
which they are situated.46Israeli Shoah memorials often represent the discontinuousness of the Shoah vis-A-vis the Israeli landscape, what might be called, after
Momik, the child narrator of David Grossman's See Under: Love, its essential "Over
Thereness." This "elsewhereness" of the Shoah is a constitutive force in the form
and shape of its Israeli commemoration. Thus Israeli Shoah memorials generally,
and Yad Vashem in particular, "build Europe within I~rael."~'However, while in
Jerusalem the Shoah is commemorated through these state institutions, its presence
is more palpable as a matter of daily experience in Tel Aviv, where a higher percentage of the residents are survivors.In a sense, the monumental nature of the Zdunska
Wola memorial "builds Jerusalem in Tel Aviv." Its inclusion in the Trumpeldor
Cemetery troubles the degree to which this kind of memorialization of the Shoah is
a "natural" element of the Israeli landscape.48At the same time, it points to the

difficulty of assimilating the trauma of the Shoah to the triumphal narrative of "the
first Hebrew city."
The Zdunska J h l a memorial, and the events it represents, may also be understood in relation to another important distinguishing feature of the Trumpeldor
Cemetery vis-a-vis Israeli cemeteries generally The Trumpeldor Cemetery contains few of the conventional markers of heroism and national sacrifice often associated with death and mourning in Israel.'"he
presence ofboth Slzoah andg'uuia are
thus quite muted in the Trumpeldor Cemetery an exceptional quality indicative of
the different Lvays in which Tel Aviv and Jerusalem mark and memorialize history
Though constructed years after The Book of the Old Cenzetey's publication, the
possibility of the Zdunska \Yola memorial was anticipated by its editors. ICroll and
Leinman refer to events unfolding in Europe as the context for a morbid logic:just
as Jewish life in Palestine is meant to commemorate, or even substitute fol; Jewish
life in Europe, so this spot marking Jewish deatlz honors the European Jewish dead
(xix). 12'hile they envision the cemetery as a future landmark that ~villserve as a
stable, bounded "site of memory," the Book itself~villalso serve as a bulwark against
forgetting, "come the day that no one will remember [Tel A~,iv's]youth, her founding and the process of her growth."'0 In the closing paragraphs of their introduction. the editors plead with the public to maintain the Old Cemetery and prevent
it from falling into disrepair. In a remarkably self-a13are moment, they imagine the
future preservation of the Trumpeldor Cemetery as precisely the type of cultural
landmark Tel Avi~,needed." No longer necessary as a functioning cemetery-a
new site hal~ingbeen built in 1932 in ,'lkchnlat Yitzlznk-the Old Cemetery. Tel
A V i ~most
' s "precious archives" (xiii),should however be maintained in some fashion, because it represents the only authentic historical claim to roots that Tel Aviv
can make, slim as it may be. Perhaps they imagined a role for it akin to that of the
Old Jewish Cemetery in Prague, whose "characteristic, unique and wholly inimitable atmosphere . . . often nourished by the dramatic destinies of deceased inhabitants of the ghetto, soon found a place for itselfin numerous myths, legends, literary
~vorksand paintings."52In this scenario, the cemetery functions as an inert presence, a site that can be referred to in coherent, stable fashion and inserted wholecloth into a variety of cultural discourses. Indeed, to the relatively minimal extent
that the cemetery figures in subsequent discourse about TelA41~iv,
the same set of
legendary circumstances and anecdotes appear in almost standardized formulation. The cemetery has become a kind of limited trope, offering a conveniently
monumentalized l~ersionof the city's founding. hIodern Hebrew poets ha1.e challenged this story of the cemetery; their ironic treatment of the cemetery as a site of
memory uncovers and gives l~oiceto the memories so radically effaced therein. I
have argued thus far that the cemetery attempted to defuse exilic memory It is to
the poets we must look for a more explicit rendering of the trauma of migration
and its link to another set of displaced memories, that of the Palestinian past.
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On the Corner of Bialik and
Tchernichovski: The Cemetery
as Literary History
Poetry relating to the cemetery also treats it as an archive, though of a
different order, as a dynamic repository of litemg) history Instead of the stable,
bounded "site of memory" envisioned by ICroll and Leinman, the cemetery in
poems by Ar7ot Yeshurun and Dalia Rabikovitcli is a site that destabilizes history
upending the notion of history as a linear progression, especially an unequir~ocal
narrative of redemption. yeshurun's and Rabikovitcli's appreciations of the
cemetery-qua-archive may be illuminated by referring briefly to hIicliel Foucault's
conception of the archive. For Foucault, "analysis of the archive involves a privileged region: at once close to us, and different from our present existence, it is the
border oftime that surrounds our presence, which overhangs it, and which indicates
it in its otherness; it is that which, outside ourselves, delimits us."'3 Like Freud's
uncanny, the archive's fundamental strangeness is dependent on its proximity and
familiarity The cemetery is thus a kind of "shadow" site, apa~tfiomand a Pait oj
the city underpinning its psychic structure, preserving those less assimilable elements of its history If the cemetery is this kind of memory site, its literary history
also tells how memory is produced and meaning invested, a process necessarily
informed and circumscribed by cultural context.
yesliurun's and Rabikovitch's poems recognize the cemetery's pliability its fundamental uncanniness. In their poems, the cemetery symbolizes an ambivalence
toward the "forgotten" diasporic past, as well as an explicit alvareness of rvhat Tel
Ar7iv effectir~elyeffaced from the Palestinian landscape. The uncanny's doubling
effect is immediately apparent in the poem I cite as an epigraph to this article,
Yeshurun's "Lullaby for Nordia Quarter." Born in Poland, Yechiel Perlmutter immigrated to Palestine as a young man in 1925 and adopted the name Avot Yesliurun
("the fathers are looking [at us] ") after the publication of his first volume in 1942.
l l a n y of his Tel Avir~poems describe the psychic rift created by the separation from
his family The poet's sense of European Jewish trauma is intimately related to the
psychological and physical traumas of Arabs living in Palestine in the pre-State
period, lvliat yesliurun called "the two shoahs: the shoah of the Jelvish people there
and the shoah of the Arab people lie re."'^' In this lyric from Tlze Qriafz-L41icafzRift
(1 974) the poet links his personal history to that of one of the city's earliest neighborhoods, Nordia, speaking directly to Tel A4rliv,attempting to recover in the city
the landscape of the shtetl he has left behind:
The Bedouins \tho came from Pola~ldnot
as planned spread out over Balfour
Street opposite Ohel Shem IIOW and upon
the slope opposite the sycamores non Nordia.

And
And
And
And

they were ill tents and i n huts [sukkot] and i n cabins.
a doorhandle as \I ide as a door and rooves.
rooves soared like children and changed.
summer and fall o n Dizengoff Street.

A n d all around arose baronial houses,
and the domestic cedar spread over the cabins.
Tel Aviv holy cit): you have 110
lullaby Yesterda)r,it Lvas.

I ~ v a l k e di n you everything b y foot,
like a horse eats straight from the earth
Sometimes I risk m y life,
for every forgotten faucet you left open.
I ~valkedin you i n the t o ~ I ~left.
~ n
In your citx ~ I mI y tolvn.
h I y city that's behind your back
and myself m e , tolvard you I t h r e w
I walked in you everything.
First o f all the first house was destroyed.
Second o f all the seco~ldhouse was destroyed:
4 bulldozer came kicked at the house.
"Father bought"" friends.
O n e day I put m y hand o n his shoulder,
and his hand o n your thighs.
So all your friends leave.
A n d i n the city I have n o funerals except o f
Xhad Ha'am, Bialik, S o r d a u . . . . '"

The poet tries to compensate for his lack of personal memories in his new home,
first by creating a "history of footsteps," then by placing Tel Aviv as a kind of palimpsest over the shtetlwhere he was born. The palimpsest is a spatial-mental structure that represents the uncanny's contiguous ol~erlappingof the familiar-"the
town I leftn-and the strange-Tel Aviv.j7 This link, perhaps a defining trait of
poetry about Tel Aviv, recalls the concluding lines of Leah Goldberg's "Tel A4viv,
1935": "and so it seemed-if you but turn your head, there's the town church floating in the sea."'8 For Yeshurun, funerals of tlie Old Cemetery's famous occupants
represent tlie culmination of his attempt to "walk in [Tel A~,iv]in the town [he]
left." The poet claims these highly public funerals as his own private history, the
only past to ~vliichlie has immediate, tangible access. Ne~vspaperaccounts of the
funerals, especially that of Bialik, suggest they were occasions for enormous public
mourning that connected Tel A17iv to Jewish communities all over tlie ~ o r l d . ~ % i k e wise, a review of The Book ojthe Old Cemetev states that funerals of ordinary citizens
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Ivere rather small affairs: it calls the Book a "second funeral," for those ~ v h odid not
receive huge, public ceremonies: "After all people here are strangers to one another." Tel Aviv wasn't anyone's hometown; rather it was made up of people from
"seventy c o ~ n t r i e s . "Thus
~ ~ Yeshurun bemoans more than his olvn dearth of memories; it is also the city itself that lacks a past: Tel Avi\, has "no lullaby" implying
that it never had a childhood because it was built so quickly-"yesterday it ~vas."
The poem describes a problem endemic to any fledgling national enterprise, that
is, the lack of convincingly authoritative cultural roots. However, this historical poverty is grasped as a virtue constituting Tel Aviv's "holiness," as opposed to the solidly historical resonance of the archetype of Je~visliurban holiness-Jerusalema comparison made explicit in the destruction of the "first" and "second" houses,
a reference to the ancient destruction of the First and Second Temples in Jerusalem.
Moreover, Yeshurun's poem admits the presence of exile in Tel *k7iv,including the
cemetery's uncanny quality embracing it along with the city's "poverty." This uncanny version of the Jewish past is all that Yeshurun has access to-as in Shofman's
Viennese portrait, the "original Je~vs"are gone. However, this movement toward
a certain kind of memory is complicated by an admission of the equally po~verful
force of forgetting. In a prose poem from the same volume, the poet describes a
lock that had been secured to a local kiosk; during the confusion surrounding the
neighborhood's destruction, the key was lost and the lock remained immovable.
"Because of this-it being forgotten-it was even stronger" (7nv TlNn prn N I ~ n>w,w-l> o ~ w n ) ."Oppenheim's
~'
kiosk," and ~vitliit the memory of both Yordia
and the natural landscape beneath it, has been locked alvay protected, preserved.
The line's neat rhyme and even meter, its almost biblical parallelism, tinge the elegiac tone with grace: forgotten, perhaps, but "even stronger"
"Lullaby for Nordia Quarter" enacts the demands of personal memory upon
collective remembering. If the editors of Tlze Book o
f tlze Old Cemetev believed the
cemetery could somelio~vreplace European cemeteries and their symbolic significance, this poem of more than three decades later knows the trauma of destruction
and migration to have been too enormous. The poem describes an ultimately irredeemable loss, one for which the collective narrative can offer no compensation;
this loss is linked to the fate of Nordia--gradually emptied and then leveled in
the 1970s for the construction of Dizengoff Center-and is also embedded in a
retrospective "thick description" of the land's transformations: The arrival of "bedouins" from Poland, the construction of a public hall on Balfour Street (OlzelShem),
and the destruction of sycamores to make Ivay for N ~ r d i aThe
. ~ ~city in which the
poet walks "everything by foot," is revealed as only the most recent layer of historical topsoil. Yeshurun's footsteps trace, however reluctantly the beginnings of Tel
Aviv and the origins of Hebrew cultural history
Jt'alking through the Old Cemetery today it does seem that select elements of
Tel Aviv's history and, by extension, the history ofmodern Hebre~vculture in Palestine, have been preserved. The dead carry on a kind of impossible postmortem
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A Hebrew Pantheon: Bialik, Ahad Ha'arn, and Nordau.
Photo by author.

FIGURE 10.

Bialik meets Tchernichovski. Photo by author.
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Cwer of Chaim
Be'er's cultural biography
Their Love and Their Hate:
Agnon, Bialik, BrennerRelations (in Hebrew)
(Tel Aviy 1992).
Reproduced with permission
of Am Oved Publishers.

conversation amongst themselves, an idealized version of history in which Brenner
and his "comrades," who "fell ba-tsavta" (in comradely solidarity) still lie ba-tsavta,
their collective martyrdom almost a rebuke to the social gathering of single stones
marking Bialik and other famous cultural figures clustered together in one section
of the yard, almost as if caught forever around a cafe table, endlessly debating (fig.
9). Indeed, there is the strong sense that history is preserved in this kind of sociability, in argument that is almost Talmudic. The streets surrounding the Old Cemetery are another material signification of these permanently dialoguing relationships. Many of the street names repetitively map and reinforce the cemetery's inner
memorializationprocess-again, in Nora's terms, a kind of "secretion of memory,"
this time not a "hiding away," but an "emission" or "di~charge."~~
Walking down
Trumpeldor, one encounters the poet Saul Tchernichovski, then Bialik, and eventually Brenner, with his unlikely companion, General Allenby (fig. 10). The link between these urban signs and cultural memory is even more explicitly framed on the
cover of a recent biographical history of the period depicting the fictional meeting
of Brenner, Bialik, and Agnon streets (fig. 11). This whimsical street corner illus-

trates a canonical moment in Hebrew literary history, the product of a retrospective
gesture. It also, ho\ve\ler, hints at the volatility of this moment, in that it marks an
intersection, a place where traffic meets andpasses. Its very status as a fixed location
is defined by movement through and around it. Similarly, though the Old Cemetery
may be perceived as a relatil~elystatic site, projected into the future by the editors
of The Book of the Olcl Cemeterq, the memory that fixes it is essentially a symbolic
tool shaped by the concerns of the present. Dalia Rabikovitch's "The Poet's Hope"
explicitly addresses this issue and the role of the cemetery in Hebre\v literary history. Bialik's gralTe,it seems, remains the touchstone.
What is it \vith you
yo~lngpoets
that you write so tnuch about poetr);.
and the art of poetry
(5) and the use of materials
so that,
heaven forbid.
the poet's silence sl~ouldn'tcome
and devastate )-ou.
(10) After all, you'1.e got a cure
that drives axvay all sorrow:
sitting leisurely at the morning table
covered xvith a slightly faded oilcloth
and gazing mournfully at the window pane,
(15) until afternoon approaches.
And if you are seized by a sleepiness, don't drive it awax
and don't take lightly the taste of honey and butter.
And don't make of it poems or poetry
and don't make any craft
(20) and if you have any jo);,
hide it away for many days,
lest the eye should view it.
For why are you afraid, my dear,
to seize the hor~lsof the poem as it slips awa);,
(25) and poke its ribs
like a lone bedouin boy hurries
his tarrying donkey?

After all, the only good that \\ill grow from this,
the best of all possible worlds,
(30) is a single grave t11e)'ll dig/negotiate for you,
after great efforts at the mayor'? office,
in the cemetery on Trumpeldor Street
sixty meters away
from Bialik's grave."
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Like much of Rabikovitch's recent work, the language is deceptively simple-beginning \vith the casual language of the opening line. The poem seems to call for
a resistance to the "idols" Hebre\v culture has made of its poets, yet rests squarely
on references to Bialik's work. According to the first stanza, poetry about poetry is
the last resort before writer's block, "the poet's silence" (line 8), an allusion to Bialik's infamous long poetic silence once he settled in Tel A\~iv.~"he break into biblical cadence in line 18 recalls the second commandment prohibition on graven images. "Don't make poetry out of this," the poem says, meaning-"don't make idols
of this comfortable existence, nor believe it ethical material for art," or perhaps,
"don't bother actually writing poems, the pose is \vhat counts." The bedouin boya shepherd-is an archetypal l~ersionof the poet, his tarrying donke): an oblique
reference to a messianic age. His appearance also signals the moral failure of the
"young poetsn-reduced in line 23 to a single "my dearn-who exhibit a lack of
conscience-the Hebrew for conscience (maT<Pxh~]etymologically lurking in the
warning to "hide aw-ay" (ha-T,iPzi,%a)the joy of the poetic craft-as well as a weakness of spirit, implied in the poet's fear of seizing the poem by the horns, as a person
of principle would seek sanctuary at the altar: "they seize the horns of the
The poem's ingenious construction "to seize the poem [slzlr] by the horns" is a mere
vo\vel away from the phrase "to seize the ox [shOr] by the horns," also an allusion
to the afterlife, ox meat being a mythically honored dish. The poet is finally imagined as a kind of Job, whose friends acquire a relative place of honor for him, line
30 carrying the double meaning of dig and n e g ~ t i a t e . ~ ~
The brief appearance of a messianically proactive bedouin youth, against
whose behal~iorthe poets seem particularly inept, must be understood \vithin the
representation of two kinds of figures, often related or ttvinned, in Rabikovitch's
work-children and Palestinians. Their images appear throughout two earlier 1.01umes, 27 ue Love (1987) and llifother with Child (1992). The bedouin shepherd in "The
Poet's Hope" is a latter-day version of the female shepherd in "Hovering at Low
Altitude,?' who is unaware of the violent danger that the poem's landscape holds
for her, and the boy facing the soldiers in stone^."^^ The immediate political contexts of those two poems-the Lebanese War and the intzfntln-are exchanged in
"The Poet's Hope?'for the broad sweep of Hebrew literary history and its ostensible
origins in Tel Aviv The shepherd's metaphorical presence does not necessarily
evoke a prior physical Arab presence in Tel Aviv, but operates in a more abstract
fashiom6"n a poem from Mother and Chibcl, Rabikovitch paraphrases a couplet from
Leah Goldberg: "How can \ve sing songs of Zion / \vhen we have not yet heard?""
The question, particularly in Rabikol~itch'ssharpelled rel~ision,goes to the lTery
core of modern Hebrew culture: what kind of culture emerges from an ancient,
messianic drive of homecoming that is itself deaf to the land's other voices? What
did Hebrew culture ignore in order to establish itself as that confident constellation
of streets radiating out from the Old Cemetery and Bialik's grave?
Despite an implicit promise of the world to come, the poem ultimately main-

tains that the most a poet can hope for is a permanent resting place sixty meters
distant from this grave." The "cemetery on Trumpeldorn-no longer designated
by the honorific "old" but by a simple geographic reference-is envisioned as the
physical arena in which relations betxveen a literary center and its margins are
marked, and re-marked as time passes and canonical "intersections" shift within
changing cultural and political climates. The number sixty recaps the poem's fluctuating stance vis-a-\.is the "headstone" of Hebrew literary authority. Hoxv close to
the center is sixty meters? What constitutes a place of honor in a graveyard that no
one \,isits? O n the one hand, sixty is associated xvith Solomon's temple, sixty nmot
being one of its chief measurement^.^^ But sixty also brings to mind expressions
such as "a minor amount in sixty" (bate1bn-shishim) that is, a negligible element of
minimal influence, and "one in sixty," meaning "a small portion of." Most significantly, however, the number sixty marks the distance Hebre\'v poetry has traveled
since Bialik's death in 1934, neatly translating temporal measurement into spatial
quantity-years into meters-a transformation that alludes to the cemetery's own
spatialized rendering of time's passage. \Vhile Bialik and the other cultural figures
buried in the cemetery are no\v thoroughly dispersed within Israeli culture, the
cemetery itself seems to resist this kind of dissemination, representing instead an
entombment of modern Hebre\v culture's beginnings. With this ossification; the
desire for memory that is the desire for roots expressed in 1939 in The Book of the
Old Cemetev comes full circle, the anxiety of a budding modernist metropolis replaced by a postmodern shrug of ambivalent recognition, in Rabikovitch's ironic
formulation, "the best of all possible \vorlds."

The Rhyme of History
The hIinister ofTourism5sofficial visit to Tel Aviv in January 1998 led to
the folloxving conclusion: touristic marketing campaigns for Tel Aviv xvould herald
beaches, shops, and nightlife as the city's primary attractions. The historic districts
received some attention, and the Old Cemetery itself this brief mention: "Leaders
of the Jewish community from before and folloxving the establishment of the State
are buried in the Cemetery, \vhich is at present poorly maintained. It could be
turned into a touristic site, as is the custom in European rnetrop~lises."'~
It seems
that Europe is still the reference point; furthermore, though the cemetery is now
maintained in considerably better fashion than it once \vas, it still remains virtually
ignored in the city's public consciousness (fig. 12). One interesting exception is the
recent theatrical production ofA lVInttel ofLij2e andDenth, a play set in the Old Cemetery. Though the script seems unfinished and too often falls into a kind of coarse,
buffoonish humor more appropriate to a television sitcom than to a production of
the National Theater, the play poses important questions about Israeli identity and
Hebrexv culture. The story hinges on the cemetery's reputation as a trysting site for
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FIGURE 12.

A plaque marking the cemetery's historical significance"The First Cemetery" in Hebrew and in English-discarded
a corner next to burial stretchers. Photo by author.

in

students from the high school across the street. A teacher arranges to meet a student
in the cemetery, and they encounter the spirits of some of its inhabitants-Bialik;
Meir Dizengoff, the city's first mayor; and Tchernichovski among them-themselves out for an evening stroll to appreciate the carob tree blossoms. Bialik first
appears on stage looking annoyed and holding a condom; the effect is both comic
and ironic for anyone familiar with Bialik's love poetry and its sense of failed eroticism. The play's main narrative concerns the fate of the cemetery's galmudim (anonymous or orphaned ones), people of all ages who were buried in this national pantheon but whose identity has been erased with the passage of time. The famous
believe that thegalmudim's presence, their ignorance of their own past, is ruining the
cemetery's good name. The play thus confronts the ostensible inventors of Hebrew
identity with their disaffected, disinherited heirs. As the play concludes, however,
what appeared to be fixed categories are reversed. Bialik complains to Tchernichovski: "We have no history, we've only got rhymes," revealing their claims to fame

and identity as tenuous and fabricated.j4However, the galmudim were not necessarily buried anonymously; what leaves them bereft of identity is the fact that no one
has bothered to maintain their graves. The difference bet~veenthe galmudim and
the pantheon, therefore, is not a matter of actual deeds, but of memory. These orphans are, in a sense, emblematic of Tel Aviv7sproblem with roots, and with memory Perhaps it is the ine~~itable
result of building a place out of numerous indi~~idual
pasts, kvliere neigliborhoods continue to expand, and few seem to take the time to
consider Tel Aviv a place that will continue to be someone's home. Any cemetery
is obligated in two directions-commemorating the past for the benefit of the future. It could be said that Tel A\,iv is also anxious in these two directions, uncertain
about both its past and its future. Reacting to yet another plan for commercial
expansion upon one of the city's historic districts, sculptor Dani Karavan phrases
the problem thus: "Perhaps we still don't know that the sites belong to us, the citizens of the city . . . A city that has had its sites and ~ ~ i e wits
s ,plants and its memories
taken from it, loses its identit); stops existing and becomes a network of roads, parking lots and building without logic, an asphalt desert, tlie shadow of a man."" As
Tel14vivexpands around it, becoming what some say will be the Hong ICong of the
Middle East, the Old Cemetery remains a reminder of where tlie city came from,
the tremendous loss involved, and tlie degree to which mourning remains unfinished. LVhat would it mean for the Old Cemetery to become a true site of memory,
not one of forgetting? It kvould entail remembering, for example, Abdal Nabi, the
Lloslem cemetery founded together with the Old Cemetery in 1902 and upon
kvliich tlie Tel AviL, Hilton nokv stands. Thougli not as explicitly a charged or debated space as is Jerusalem in this regard, the cemetery on Trumpeldor is ultimately
an "object" of competing m e m ~ r i e s .To
' ~ fully appreciate its meaning, and the history of the city that grew around it, those nameless orphans who confront Bialikthe present generation stripped of a sense of its past-must themselves confront the
bedouin shepherd in Rabikovitch's poem and tlie locked layers of forgetting traced
by Yesliurun's footsteps.
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